Getting to the CRC

From City Center
Take S6 or S7 towards Celle or S3 towards Hildesheim to Bahnhof Karl Wiechert Allee
Or
Stadtbahn 4 towards Roderbuch to Misburgerstraße
Then take Bus 123 towards Noltemeyerbrücke or Bus 137 towards Spannhagengarten to Nobelring

From Nobelring, it is a 450 m walk to the CRC (see map below)

Perspective Telemedicine
Symposium

Wednesday, March 13th, 4 p.m.
MHH, Foyer of CRC (Clinical Research Centre)
Feodor-Lynen-Straße 15
30625 Hannover

Information
Prof. Dr. med. Jan D. Schmitto, MBA
Regina Wendl, M.Sc.
Department of Cardiac-, Thoracic-, Transplantation and Vascular Surgery
(Director: Prof. Dr. med. Dr. h.c. A. Haverich)
Tel: +49 511 532938
E-Mail: Alsakati.Zeinab@mh-hannover.de
"Every second the doctor is not seeing patients is wasted time. Doctors already spend roughly 40 percent of their day documenting and doing other administrative tasks. To waste the other 50 to 60 percent of your day traveling between patients is a 50 to 60 percent reduction in efficiency. Short of teleportation, the doctor house call will always be an irresponsibly massive reduction in primary care efficiency."

- Dr. Jay Parkinson, Founder and Chief Medical Officer, Sherpaa